AQUACLOAK BATH PANEL MEASURING GUIDE
STRAIGHT BATH – 1 PIECE

These instructions have been compiled as a guide only.
Please take time to read the following advice about measuring for your AQUACLOAK Bath Panel /
Panels.
Tools you may require during installation
Measuring Tape ( Metric )
Before you start
•

Please measure in millimeters as our website only provides measurements in millimeters

•

Make sure you measure everything twice as this will help make sure the measurements are
correct.

•

Measure in straight lines, take measurements from the edge of panel / bath, if you measure at
an angle the measurement will be inaccurate and over stated.

•

It is always worth taking 2mm off each measurement to give the installer room to fit the panel,
a 2mm gap will not show after installation.

Measuring Front Panels
Length ( A on diagram above )
Measure the distance from wall to wall or wall to the end of the bath, do this just under the lip of the
bath and along the floor. If the measurement differs from top to bottom then we can make you a
custom panel, otherwise you may be able to cut a longer panel down to adjust for the slant.

Height ( B on diagram above )
Measure from the floor to the underside of the lip of the bath ( the gap from floor to bath), do this at
both ends of the bath as well as the middle to ensure the floor is level. If you find the height
measurements differ the we can provide you with a custom made panel, alternatively you can purchase
a panel with a plinth and use the plinth to level the panel during installation.
Our Standard Panels come with the following height options 530mm, 480mm, 450mm

Measuring End Panels
This is much the same as measuring front panels however the length should be reduced by the
thickness of the panels required, ie if someone buys a set of 15mm panels for a 1700 x 700 bath we
would normally suggest a 1700 from panel and a 680 end panel, thats 700mm - 15mm ( thickness of
from panel ) -5mm for installation.

We hope you find these instruction helpful.

AQUACLOAK Bath Panels are only available at

